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Introduction
The objective of this report is to offer a real-time
assessment of the reverberations on Israeli consumers and
business behavior in the wake of the growing coronavirus
outbreak.
We believe patterns of web traﬃc momentum in the
immediate aftermath of the ﬁrst reports of coronavirus can
offer investors important insights on the magnitude of the
impact and, going forward, the unique sector-speciﬁc
shapes of an eventual recovery.

While travel and its adjacent industries are likely to
experience the most short-term impact, a prolonged
outbreak could reshape 2020 trends for categories like web
conferencing and grocery delivery.

The insights in this report are based on
SimilarWeb data.

Methodology

The analysis covers the period from
December 1, 2019 to March 2020,
including traﬃc to Desktop and Mobile
web originating from Israel as well as
multiple countries across the globe.
A previous version of this whitepaper
used partial February data. This update
includes full February data.
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Dec 31
First Coronavirus case in Wuhan, China

Jan 13
First case outside of China (Thailand)

Key Dates

Jan 19-25
First “imported” cases reported in the EU/US

Feb 4-10
Outbreak on Diamond Princess Cruise Ship

Feb 23-29
First “community” cases reported in the EU/US

Mar 17-21
First lockdowns initiated
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Coronavirus Impact Overview
From Online Travel to Food Delivery, we explored the latest
Israeli traﬃc data pertaining to industries that are likely to
be most affected by the coronavirus outbreak.
Unsurprisingly, travel and related industries have
experienced sharp traﬃc declines amidst an increasingly
cautious consumer and business environment
Grocery delivery has trended higher throughout the month
of March. Food delivery traﬃc trends have been less
uniform, but has signiﬁcantly improved in the past week.
How to read the charts in the report: the growth rates
expressed in this report are SEQUENTIAL YOY relative to
January of this year. In other words, consider January the
index, and all subsequent growth rates in February and
March relative to the January numbers.

March 1st Half (1H) vs Week Ending (WE) March 14th: We show two March
numbers for sequential YoY growth. 1H March represents all of March to-date
(from March 1 - 14), while WE March-14 represents the 7 days ending Mar-14.
The comparison of these two numbers relative to January show the intra-month
trend. If WE number is higher than a 1H number, that means the category is
trending up during the month .
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Online Travel Platforms
Online travel platforms (including OTAs and metasearch)
have all been impacted, as is to be expected in the
aftermath of ﬁrst Israeli headlines. Negative trends have
continued to accelerate during the third week of March.
This acceleration of the negative trend can be attributed to
more severe travel restrictions and a decreasing willingness
to travel as the virus spreads.
As of March 21, rolling 7-day traﬃc for the aggregate group
is down more than 80% sequentially. Daka90, a popular last
minute travel agency, is experiencing less severe declines in
traﬃc (56% vs 82% for the category), indicating that Israelis
may be on the lookout for travel bargains.
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Major Airlines
Trends in direct airline web traﬃc, as a whole, are generally
more favorable than 3rd-party travel platforms.
Both travel agencies and airlines are experiencing the
pressures from mandated restrictions on corporate travel,
and recent cancellations of conferences and major events.
The downwards traﬃc trends have continued to escalate
throughout the month of March, and have accelerated since
last week.
Many Israeli Airlines have already announced that the bulk
of ﬂights is expected to be cancelled. El Al, Israel’s leading
airline, has been reported to place as much as 80% of its
workforce on unpaid leave.
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Rental Cars & Platforms
Rental car providers and platforms have experienced sharp
declines in the ﬁrst two weeks of March. Sequentially, traﬃc
is down 80%.
Two of the four car rental agencies analyzed experienced
sequential traﬃc declines of more than 100% when
comparing the traﬃc of this past week to their January
performance.
Budget stands out positively for its traﬃc performance over
the past week, while Shlomo Sixt seems to have ﬁnally
experienced the pressures other market participants have
been experiencing over the past few weeks.
Directionally, rental car platforms, which are a key indicator
of business travel, have faced similar downside trends as
online platforms.
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Grocery Delivery
Similar to trends we’ve observed throughout the world,
grocery delivery platforms are experiencing a substantial
uptick in traﬃc as consumers prepare for isolation.
For the week ended on March 21, traﬃc to grocery
platforms is up 254% sequentially. Traﬃc to Quik is up over
800%, with Mega and Victory following up with a 400% and
330% increase in sequential traﬃc.
The traﬃc trend to grocery websites has continued to
accelerate over the past week.
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Food Delivery
After a few weeks of mixed traﬃc trends for the Food
delivery platforms, last week was marked by a clear
increase in sequential traﬃc across the board.
Last week, we hypothesized that with the evolvement of the
situation and if the population goes into quarantine, food
delivery platforms may be able to capitalize on an immobil
consumer base.
Trends in the past week seem to support this hypothesis,
with traﬃc to Cibus’ and Wolt’s websites up 150% and 91%
sequentially.
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Retail
Retail platforms are experiencing mixed trends. Some
companies, including Delta and TerminalX, have managed
to increase their sequential traﬃc this week.
As a whole, retail websites are still experiencing a decline in
traﬃc, though not as severe as last week.
As the virus spreads, economic uncertainty is expected to
take a toll on businesses and consumers, especially
affecting any non-essential businesses, such as fashion
outlets.
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E-commerce
E-commerce players in Israel are experiencing mostly
downward trends. Aliexpress, an e-commerce site that is
very popular with Israelis for all types of gadgets and
merchandise is experiencing the largest decline, as
consumers shift their focus on essentials.
Azrieli.com, the only website not losing traﬃc, has recently
launched aggressive promotions ahead of the passover
religious holiday, which may partially explain why it is less
affected than its counterparts.
This week, Amazon has announced the end of the free
shipping promotion to Israel, and has dramatically reduced
the number of goods available for delivery in Israel.
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Global
Patterns
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What’s Changed This Week

What’s Continued

In the past week, the number of countries with more the 100
daily cases more than doubled from 14 to 31. Mandatory
lockdowns have been implemented around the world, with
governments shutting down economies control the spread
and forcing most local businesses to close. Our data point to
clear inﬂection points for economies under mandatory
lockdowns (vs “suggested” isolation), including in food
delivery, which tends to perform better. This may be partially
be explained by growing backlogs for online grocery orders.
Restaurant supply, however, will be an ongoing issue.

Trends on travel and event platforms have continued, and
are likely weeks from a bottom. As consumers isolate
globally and prepare for a longer disruption, there are fewer
clear signals of recovery or pent up demand.

E-com is trending better. If the prior week marked a
“adjustment” period to isolation, this week marked the start of
the “backﬁlling” period, as consumers accept the reality of a
prolonged lockdown.
New this week: We’ve added Japan and Brazil to our global
charts, added state unemployment traﬃc, and unpacked retail

Grocery delivery traﬃc continues to accelerate, though
delivery backlogs may present a challenge.
Discretionary retail is showing accelerating declines, as
wallet share (and mindshare) shift to high priority products.
Divergences between retail categories begin to tell a story
of who’s impacted the most.
Web conferencing services are being co-opted by
businesses and consumers alike, with both weekday and
weekend traﬃc on business-facing platforms up
signiﬁcantly. The surge is unprecedented, and global.
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Paradigm Shifts
Once-in-a-lifetime events like coronavirus can create paradigm
shifts that reshape consumer patterns for years to come. In
many respects, the consumer and business patterns emerging
in the immediate aftermath reﬂect a continuation of the trends
we’ve seen in the last decade, but in hyperspeed.
While traﬃc trends today reﬂect the reverberations of a deeply
disrupted household, they nevertheless present signiﬁcant
opportunities for brands to demonstrate new, convenient
experiences that help soften the transition.
Grocery delivery, as a prime example, has had choppy rate of
user penetration over the past decade, and has faced pockets of
resistance. A prolonged period of lockdown drives forced user
acquisition; billions of investment in free trials and marketing,
now unnecessary. Web conferencing demonstrates the
friction-ﬁghting mechanisms of remote work, a concept that
may unlock new methods of productivity for years to come.

How to read cumulative seq YoY charts in this report: these charts display the
total change in growth rates relative to deﬁned point in time (i.e. beginning of the
year, or the 20+ case mark). For example, if category was growing 5% at the
beginning of the year, 10% on Feb 28th, and 8% on March 21st, a chart showing
the cumulative YTD impact would show 0%, 5% and 3%, respectively. The
objective is to capture the relative impact of coronavirus across multiple
categories or companies, all of which may have different starting growth rates.
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Impact Points
Coronavirus has been a major global headline since early
January, and while the rapid spread throughout China
began to pressure travel early in 2020, our analysis
suggests that for the US and key EU countries, the virus
didn’t evolve into a “perceived threat” until the last week of
February. We believe this is largely due to the fact that the
ﬁrst conﬁrmed cases in the US and key EU countries and
were reported as “imported” from recent travelers.
In late February, a greater “perceived threat” began to
emerge when cumulative cases in each respective country
surpassed 20. The 20 cumulative case mark, as a result, is
an appropriate starting point in our analysis, as in most
markets, it corresponds to the ﬁrst media reports of
person-to-person or “community” spread, prompting the
second wave of major “coronavirus” headlines.

Country

> 500
First conﬁrmed > 10 cumulative > 20 cumulative > 50 cumulative > 100 cumulative
cumulative
case
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases

US

Jan-21

Feb-03

Feb-22

Feb-25

Mar-03

Mar-09

UK

Jan-31

Feb-24

Mar-01

Mar-04

Mar-06

Mar-13

Italy

Jan-31

Feb-22

Feb-23

Feb-23

Feb-24

Feb-28

France

Jan-25

Feb-08

Feb-28

Feb-29

Mar-01

Mar-07

Germany

Jan-28

Feb-04

Feb-27

Feb-29

Mar-01

Mar-07

Spain

Feb-01

Feb-27

Feb-28

Mar-01

Mar-03

Mar-09

Australia

Jan-25

Feb-02

Feb-22

Mar-05

Mar-10

South Korea

Jan-20

Feb-01

Feb-06

Feb-20

Feb-21

Hong Kong

Jan-22

Jan-28

Feb-04

Feb-10

Mar-01

Japan

Jan-15

Jan-30

Feb-03

Feb-16

Feb-22

Mar-10

Brazil

Feb-26

Mar-07

Mar-08

Mar-12

Mar-15

Mar-20

China

<12/31

<12/31

<12/31

Jan-05

Jan-20

Jan-22

Feb-23
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Exponential Impact
Traﬃc patterns to key travel platforms (and adjacent
industries) are inversely correlated with the pace of COVID
case accumulation, as the higher the rate at which the virus
spreads, naturally the more risk-averse consumers become.
The 20 case mark represents the critical axis point where
the pressure on web traﬃc evolves from linear to
exponential, mirroring that of the cumulative case totals. In
Europe and the US, where the pace of the virus is still
expansionary, so too is the pressure on travel traﬃc.

20 case mark

Our analysis also suggests that there are two other critical
points of impact at the 100 case mark and the 4,000 case
mark. Both marks lead to substantial acceleration in traﬃc
declines, the latter largely associated with escalated
government response in the form of lockdowns.
*Represents an average of cumulative cases and the average (not a weighted
average) sequential YTD impact on online travel traﬃc (unbounced) of key
countries (US, UK, DE, FR, IT, AU, HK)
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Europe in Crisis
Europe is currently in throes of the crisis and at the heart of
the acceleration phase of the pandemic. As a result, the
majority of the YTD sequential traﬃc decline in travel and
related industries have occurred in the last two weeks.
To be clear, while pressure on traﬃc accumulated before
the virus was deemed a serious threat, most of the recent
move can be largely explained by mandated restrictions on
travel and event as well as the reverberations of lockdowns
implemented over the last week.
As expected, given the level of severity, the impact has been
most acute in Italy, with sequential YoY travel platform
traﬃc down ~85%.

Represents impact from 20 case mark onward, which
occurred at different times for each country

20

Other Key Markets
Most markets in our focus group show no signs of pressure
abating in the near-term, and travel restrictions cement that
trend for the foreseeable future. Like Europe, US is in early
stages of the acceleration phase, and major cities enter
mandatory lockdown periods, any stabilization in travel
traﬃc trends are likely short-lived.
On the other hand, we would note that a ﬂattening of the
“case curve” in Hong Kong during late-February and
early-March produced a stabilization in trends. However,
new cases have accelerated again in recent days.
Japan, meanwhile, has thus far been an outlier in terms of
the spread of the virus. The government has taken some
measures to control the spread but has largely resisted
lockdowns. As a result, travel website traﬃc has stabilized
at a smaller decline, thus far. That may change as cases
begin to accelerate.

Represents impact from 20 case mark onward, which
occurred at different times for each country
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Comparing Global Travel Platforms
When mapping each country on a time horizon, relative to
when each hit the 20 case mark, we appear to be nearing the
bottom for many of the worst-impacted countries. However,
the question now becomes the duration at that bottom. Hong
Kong and EU patterns suggest more downside for UK and US.
While bargain hunting may have driven some traﬃc to US
sites in early March, we believe lockdowns and signiﬁcant
cuts to airline seat capacity are reinforcing the trend.
Even after the case accumulation in Japan, traﬃc remains
comparatively stable. We expect this may change as, after a
slower start, cases have doubled in the last two weeks.
As mentioned, following a brief stabilization for Hong Kong
around week three (when new cases slowed), an acceleration
in cases over the last ﬁve days has led to another leg down. It
has since stabilized again at a lower level.

> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Comparing Global Direct Travel
Following a week of schedule shifting, patterns in direct
ﬁrst-party travel, where we’ve combined airlines, hotels, rental
cars and cruise lines, have rolled back over. Our analysis
suggests most of the incremental traﬃc in recent weeks was
related to passengers seeking cancellations/refunds or
updates and information on future travel. Airline websites are
also a great source of guidance on new travel restrictions, as
well as information around coronavirus best practices while
travelling.
Going forward, traﬃc on direct travel sites likely remains a
contra-indicator of future demand, as customers seek
cancellation/compensation for long-dated trips already
booked, that now seem increasingly unlikely.

*Direct travel includes all airlines (e.g. delta.com), hotels (e.g. hyatt.com), rental
cars (e.g. hertz.com), and excludes aggregators, OTA, metasearch platforms

> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Comparing Global Event Platforms
Given mandatory cancellations of events in major cities,
most major event and ticketing platforms have seen traﬃc
trending in one direction.
Unlike travel, given those mandatory restrictions, event
platforms won’t likely beneﬁt from a thinning group of
consumers that may decide to “risk it.”
While it’s diﬃcult to point to any one market as a landing
strip, it is interesting to note that Hong Kong at least
appears to have found stabilization at four-ﬁve weeks from
the 20 case mark. Italy, having gone into a full lockdown,
possibly hasn’t bottomed yet, even after falling ~60%.
> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Comparing Global Grocery Delivery
Traﬃc on grocery delivery continues to surge, nearly tripling
in the US and Italy and quadrupling in France over the span of
two weeks. Major city lockdowns and compounding
headlines of in-store shortages will likely elevate the urgency
to overstock in the near-term
However, surges in demand are putting logistics to the test,
which could create a choppy growth pattern. Compared to
food delivery, grocery delivery is signiﬁcantly more labor
intensive, and major providers are scrambling to hire (and
train) the workers they need to meet the demand.
Real-time inventory management is also a critical task, and
the risk of disappointing newly “acquired” users is high. In the
UK, major players like Ocado have temporarily pulled their
sites in order to adjust to demand. In the US, wait times for
grocery delivery continue to increase, which provides an
opportunity for food delivery to ﬁll the gap.

> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Comparing Global Food Delivery
Food delivery is showing signs of life. The impact of
lockdowns on food delivery has been a key debate. On one
hand, services that cater to an immobilized base of
consumers would certainly beneﬁt. On the other hand,
restaurant operators are also facing diﬃcult economic and
safety decisions by staying open. The supply of restaurants,
and therefore delivery options, might be volatile and limited.
By country, it’s a matter of timing. Consumers pantry load in
the early stages of a crisis, which dampens the demand for
food delivery. Over time, as households (presumably) settle
into a more normal routine, demand resurfaces, as it has in
Italy, US and Germany. More recently, outages, out-of-stocks
and delivery backlogs at major grocery providers widens the
meal gap that food delivery providers can ﬁll.

> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Comparing Global Retail
As a broad measure of consumer health, retail traﬃc points to
a decelerating trend, with EU faring worse than the
US/Australia, which can be attributed to a higher mix of
fashion and discretionary brands.
As our category of retailers conduct roughly 80% of their
business oﬄine, we would initially assume an immobilized
base would drive a surge in online traﬃc.
So far, that hasn’t happened, indicating that consumers are
pulling back across channels. While we can certainly attribute
much of the near-term softness to wallet share (and
mindshare) shifting to high-priority products, considering
most households are undergoing a major disruption in lifestyle
and routine, that’s likely to continue for the foreseeable future.

> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Comparing Global eCom
Global patterns in e-commerce are beginning to diverge,
with trends in the US trending better than the EU and Asia.
This can partially be explained by the stronger penetration
of US eCom into mass goods and household products.
Global trends remain ﬂat, despite the clear beneﬁts of an
immobilized consumer base. We anticipate that whatever
beneﬁt is currently accruing to major eCom sites from the
hyperactive stocking of the household inventory is being
largely offset by the same pressures facing the broader
online retail category. In some countries, the mix of
discretionary vs. non-essential is more pronounced than
others.
It’s also important to note that after a major disruption to
routine, most consumers are now just settling into their new
reality. As a result, we see trends in upcoming weeks as far
more indicative of potential shifts in demand patterns.

> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Global Web Conference
Global patterns in web conferencing are universally
off-the-charts. While platforms are beginning to offer
expansive free services, which is attracting a large amount
of traﬃc from consumers in addition to businesses (as
measured by growth in weekend visits), business
customers are also expanding their hosts in effort to adapt
to new realities of workplace culture.
While large free user bases is creating substantial hosting
costs for providers, it’s critical time for major players like
Zoom to demonstrate their effectiveness in helping
customers manage the friction of the new working
environment. As a result, while traﬃc will likely normalize in
recovery, we expect web conferencing to become more
intensely integrated into the workﬂow post-crisis.

Note: Italy web conferencing services growth is +7,000% since its 20+ case
mark, and therefore too large to display
> 20 cumulative cases
US

UK

Italy

France

Germany

Australia

Hong Kong

Feb-22

Mar-01

Feb-23

Feb-28

Feb-27

Feb-22

Feb-04
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Summary
2H March trends continue as expected, with some turning
points: Global consumers continue to make clear cut
choices roughly 2 weeks into isolation, including handling
priorities such as grocery shopping and rigging up the
work-from-home environment. We’re beginning to see a
more consistent relationship with eCom platforms, though
order backlogs may dampen those trends in the short-term.
How to read the charts in the report: the growth rates
expressed in this report are SEQUENTIAL YOY relative to
January of this year. In other words, consider January the
index, and all subsequent growth rates in February and
March relative to the January numbers, which largely reﬂect
a pre-crisis period for most of EU and the US.
March 1st Half (1H) vs Week Ending (WE) March 21st: We show two March
numbers for sequential YoY growth. 1H March represents all of March to-date
(from March 1 - 21), while WE March-21 represents the 7 days ending Mar-21.
The comparison of these two numbers relative to January show the intra-month
trend. If WE number is higher than a 1H number, that means the category is
trending up during the month .
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WE’RE HERE TO HELP

Contact us for more digital intelligence
and insights on the impact of COVID-19
CONTACT US NOW

